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About This Game

Zafehouse Diaries is back!

The cult hit from 2012 is now bigger, better and more terrifying than ever. Take control of a group of people - each w
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Zafehouse Diaries is a FANTASTIC game! It requires strategy, risk-taking and some RNG. I would highly reccomend this to
anyone. This game is realistic, challenging and requires you to be smart to win! Go buy this game if you havent already.. Far
slicker version of the original in all respects. Better UI and gameplay as a whole, more interaction as a game rather than just
reading the diary. Loads of customisation available for all different player skills.. seems well made, even for what is basically a
tech demo. you can make your favorite characters prosper, and your hated enemies suffer. you are also able to make your own
items, groups, and such to customize your experience.. Not a game for everyone, but it's the next best zombie survival sim to
much more ambitious and big Project Zomboid and it's an amazing sequel to the first game.. Great deal for a little price. You
will learn to build the wall.. I liked the first one and this one tries to expand on many elements of that (natural to a second game
I suppose). Overall, I'd say this second one has made some decent progress and has already kept me engaged long enough for the
price to be well worth it.. Very good game and a huge improvement over the first.. Pretty much an upgrade to Zafehouse Diaries
1. For 7 euros (or your regional equivalent) it's worth a try. I got my money's worth out of.. Essentially the first one. Very little
in the way of new content.. Fun but pointless game where you run a survivor group in a small city scavenging and attempting to
fortify locations until you reach the escape criteria or other identified 'end' senario with endless mode available so you can
eventually run out of supplies, ammunition, and food and all die that way. It would be nice to have a transition option where you
could travel to different cities with what resources could be worn, carried as a weapon, and stuffed into the back of a trunk /
helicopter, etc. Other transition ideas could equally apply.
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